Analytical and biological variances associated with proteomic studies of Medicago truncatula by two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
Two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2-DE) and mass spectrometry are being used as proteomic tools in an integrated functional genomics program focused on the model legume Medicago truncatula. Due to the perceived high levels of indeterminate error associated with 2-DE we deemed it necessary to quantify the coefficient of variance (or relative standard deviation) for both analytical and biological sources associated with 2-DE of Medicago truncatula leaf protein extracts. Leaf protein extracts were chosen because of their biological significance and due to the more challenging nature of green tissues. Analytical variance was calculated for fifty proteins from ten replicate 2-DE gels of the same protein extract. Biological variance was calculated for the same fifty proteins from ten independent 2-DE gel analyses of ten independent but similar plants grown under identical conditions. Average analytical and biological variances were calculated for both data sets and represent the average variance of approximately 500 independent measurements of protein concentration. Analytical variance was determined to be 16.2% and biological variance was determined to be 24.2%. These average variances provide a quantified and statistical basis for evaluation of protein expression changes in future comparative proteomic investigations. It is proposed that 2-DE measured protein expression levels should differ by a minimum of 3.92sigma (i.e. /+/-2sigma/ and sigma = standard deviation), or 94.7% based on our measured variances, for the difference to be significant at the 95% confidence level.